SHABUA / SHAVAOT 2021
THE AMAZING PITSTOP
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Shabua holds many different aspects which is the beauty of Yahuah. Each of His feasts
represent a guidepost if you will each year. Each cycle is familiar but there is an
expectation that with each cycle we are moving closer to Yahuah. Otherwise there is
no point to them. These are anniversaries with specific meanings and purpose.

If we are still on the path but are in the
same place as last year, we are in
essence stuck. Moving forward in the
cycle each year but not in our
relationship with Yahuah. As any caring
Father would do He may hold us at this
spot until we are willing to see needed
changes in perception or behavior
before we progress from this stage of
this particular feast cycle.
It is a mistake to treat Yahuah’s feasts and Set Apart days as Christians celebrate
their holidays. A tradition, always the same. In fact they yearn for a certain type of
celebration year after year. When it is different, they become uneasy and sad.
Yahuah’s Feasts are just the opposite.
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It’s not just the Christians, the Jews do it too. Tradition! But traditions are created by
man. What are the instructions for Shabua? It is the only holiday which has no
historical context or event explicitly associated with the origins of its observance and
is not very detailed. And to it make it really fun, it is called by different names.
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He does tell us specifically when it is.
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Perhaps because this is a harvest feast and for us who are “not in the land”, a lot of what is
instructed does not pertain to us now, and this feast is a bit over-looked. It cannot be
forgotten, it is still one of 3 feasts that are mandatory for at least the men to make the
journey to Yahrushalom. So it must be important and Yahuah requires special attention to
this day in the capacity in which we can still observe it. Since this is only a one day
observance, it can be a bit easier to disregard.
Look at if from the perspective that this is a goal post or pit stop in this “Amazing Race”,
right after Pesach which portrays actions on Yahuah and Yahusha’s part of redemption. Then
Unleavened bread where we cleansed away more of the leaven in our lives. Should we be
looking at this “harvest” Chag or festival day as an opportunity to show Yahuah the harvest
of our 50 day growth or fruits from this latest cycle of cleansing? What new habits did we
form or drop? What blessing did we notice because of our change? What blessings can we
acknowledge and present to Yahuah in gratitude, that were only possible due to this change,
this year? How much fruit were we able to produce in the last 50 days?
Psalms 10:17 Yahuah You have heard the desire of the humble
ones; You prepare their heart; You incline Your ear,
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Exodus 23:16 makes this point pretty clear. This Chag of Harvest is super important because it
shows us we need to be aware of what we have sown (changed) in the last 50 days- what we
labored at it in the field- in our daily life. Clearly He says it should bear some tangible fruit or
beneficial nourishment to our souls that we can present to Yahuah. But there is more. Notice!!
The seeds we sowed (changes we made, clarity of understanding) are the same seeds of the
final harvest of the year when we should be able to see the full bounty of what these changes
did in our lives and those we connect with however brief every day-”in the field!”
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Maybe we didn’t consciously say to ourselves at Unleavened Bread, this is what I am
working on this year. We know now, that we should. There is still another harvest at
the end of the year to present the fruit of change from this knowledge now at this
“pit stop”. Remember Hebrew thought is action. What physically changed in
connection to action of mental, spiritual or physical cleansing? Yahuah called each
and every one of us where we were. One hot mess. But He does not expect us to
stay that way or progress on that same path. Remember the wedding parable? He
expects us to be in the proper attire for the occasion. Our goal is to live with Him
and Yahusha. We cannot expect as the Christians do to have a magic wand pass
over us to be acceptable in His sight. We must do that now as best we can. And
know with all our hearts that He never gives us more than we can handle at any
given time.
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It is been here in plain sight all the time! Unleavened bread, Feast of Weeks and Sukkot are all
connected! That is why the men have to appear before Yahuah! I can hear Yahuah say:
“Unleavened bread-Ok Men, what are you working on this year for you and your families to
bring you closer to Me so that you all can progress further down the path? Feast of weeks- Ok
Men, what did you sow to make your goal of unleavened bread possible? Tell me what positive
things have happened that you are grateful for? Sukkot- Well done Men! You have a hearty
bounty! Well done good and faithful servant! You and those you represent and I, have
connected in more and deeper ways because of the work we did together”. The men cannot
show up empty handed. Unleavened bread you show up with what you’re changing or need help
in changing to please Yahuah. Feast of Weeks the men show up with the progress report and
gratitude for what is working. Sukkot the men show up with the full report of the harvest of
the bounty of change that they and Yahuah have worked on together.
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What about the women??? We can hear it already! Let’s take a step
back before we answer that and remember the roles Yahuah set in place
for us to follow and what has happened when we decided He was
wrong.
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Yahuah clearly gave the man the authority, the build and inclination to be the hunter
gatherer. His role is to protect and keep his family safe from all harm – foreign and
domestic. He is to love his wife and provide for her well being and be on guard to
keep her happy, and feeling loved. Listening to her ideas and wisdom. He includes
those ideas that he takes to Yahuah to help make the final decisions. He alone bears
the sole burden of those decisions. When this is a firm model, the relationship of the
man and woman is in harmony, the family is in harmony with Yahuah and the man is
in harmony with Yahuah.

The plan the men are putting into place with Yahuah at Unleavened bread should
have been discussed and agreed to by the woman! The man is the messenger while
the woman is keeping the home fires burning and the family intact until his return,
Husband and wife are one. A wife in the proper adherence to Torah loves and
supports her husband and trusts (because he has earned it) that he has her and the
families best interest at heart. He will be the one held accountable if he has
mistreated her. Now again, stay on point, THIS IS YAHUAH’S PERFECT PLAN, and
one we want to get back to. THIS IS NOT WHAT IS HAPPENING TODAY. But we do
the best we can. Mistakes are made. Teshuva and healing to be done and rebuild. It
does not say the women cannot go to the feasts, but it is the man’s duty to present
himself before Yahuah.
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Tina
Dee
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If you think this
realization of men and
women’s roles was
something we always
held, you would be
dead wrong. We were
tough, but we were
never men haters. We
love men. This picture
is of our band CedarN-Sage with the
original members.
Circa 1989. Who
besides Yahuah would
have guessed our
journey would lead us
here. The band is now
just Tina and me but
now all our songs
praise Yahuah.
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Live at the Roxy in LA in 1989. We now have this clip on the video to our
song Bitter Sweet which we dedicated and rewrote the lyrics to Yahuah.

Dee

Tina
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The point being, we all have to learn to stay in our own lanesincluding getting out of Yahuah’s lane.
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If we still struggle with this –
lets see what has happened in
a few short years where
gender reversal has
completely upended the
society. We have truly gone
off the rails.
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Women filled in the gap
but fell into the dich and
the propaganda
convinced them that the
family unit was no
longer as important as a
job.
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This is tied to the Exodus and we at this time, since we have not reached our homeland,
are asked to give to the poor and needy, just as Yahuah has given to us. There is a great
witness to this coming up, in a bit. Now let us look at Deuteronomy and see if this is
consistent.

Lev 23:21 And you shall proclaimH7121 on the selfsameH2088 H6106 day,
(that Sunday) H3117 that it may beH1961 an Set Apart H6944 convocationH4744
to you: you shall doH6213 noH3808 H3605 servileH5656 workH4399 therein: it
shall be a statuteH2708 for everH5769 in allH3605 your dwellingsH4186
throughout your generations.H1755
Lev 23:22 And when you reapH7114 as a strong covenant mark (H853) the
harvestH7105 of your land,H776 you shalt notH3808 make clean riddanceH3615
of the cornersH6285 of your fieldH7704 when you reap,H7114 neitherH3808
shalt you gatherH3950 any gleaningH3951 of your harvest:H7105 you shall
leaveH5800 them to the poor,H6041 and to the stranger:H1616 IH589 am
Yahuah H3068 your Eternal.H430
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From our 2019 study of Shavuot “The Launching
Point”and 2016 “He Did Not Leave Us As Ophans”
we pulled some nuggets from Craig Winn and new
nuggets from AENT-Andrew Gabriel Roth. We will
take the liberty of editing Names and titles we do
not like to use in Comic Sans Font.
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Yahowah reminds us that
this, like all seven Miqra’ey
(plural of Miqra’), are for
us, not for Him. And by
starting the countdown to
this Festival with the
Bikuwrym Harvest, we
discover that Shabuwa’ isn’t
an isolated affair. The path
to Yahuah is
straightforward, one step
following another.

The secret to understanding sheba’ and its derivative, shabuwa’, is that in
addition to meaning “seven,” they convey “to make a binding promise and solemn
oath.” With the Miqra’ey, Yahowah is making a solemn promise: if you follow His
5/22/2021
seven-step plan you will end up camping out with Yahuah.

As is the case with any “invitation” offered under the auspices of freewill, the recipient
has the option to accept it, ignore it, or reject it. And that is why “‘asah – engage and
act” was scribed in the consecutive form which conveys volition-(will and desire). There
are many things we need to “‘asah – do” to participate in the Covenant and approach
Yahuah, but no one is holding a gun to our head, forcing us, compelling us, or even
commanding us, to act upon Yahowah’s guidance. These are not commands, but instead
requests. But if we love Yahuah we will WANT and be eager to do it.
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In Acts Kepa or Peter quoted from this Psalms during Shabua lets take a look at the entire
piece.
1. Guard (Shamar) me, O Eternal, for I have taken refuge in You.
2. I have said to “ , יהוהmy (‘any) Upright One (‘eden / ‘edon – my
foundation and the established and firm pillar of my tabernacle, and the
base upon which I stand) I have no good apart from You.”
5/22/2021
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Another way to phrase the last line would be: “I have no goodness besides You.” In
other words, Dowd is correctly stating that his righteousness isn’t his doing, but
Yahuah’s. This known, there are two essential insights in this passage. First, Dowd
is depending upon Yahowah protecting Him for no other reason than he is trusting
and relying upon Yahuah to do so. And that is always sufficient.
In this case the Masoretes actually pointed
‘edon correctly, clearly conveying that
Dowd was referring to Yahowah as the
“Upright One”—one of the most insightful
titles attributed to Yahuah in the whole of
Scripture. It conveys that Yahowah is the
“foundation upon which we are
established.” He is the reliable and firm
pillar of our tabernacle.” Yahuah is “the
base upon which we stand.” He is the one
who stood up for us so that we could stand
with Him. The Rock of our salvation.
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3 As for the set-apart ones who are on the earth, They are the excellent ones,
in whom is all my delight.
To (la) the set apart ones (qodeshm) who are relationally (asher) in (bet)
the (hay) land (eretz) , they (hem-ma) are all (kol) majestic, powerful,
magnificent, beautiful-inspiring awe (addir) and I delight, a feeling of
extreme pleasure and satisfaction, something precious (kol-hepsi) in
them (bet-am). Psalm 16:3

Dowd is not so egotistical that he thinks
that he is the lone apple of Yahowah’s eye,
but knows that all of Yahuah’s children are
beautiful. While we may be flawed, and
while every good thing we possess is of
Yahuah, because of what He has done, we
are all “illustrious, glorious, and
magnificent” from Yahuah’s perspective.
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With the required cultural baggage buried under a few thousand years of debris, most
miss the significance of this passage. A goral was a lot, something which was cast to
determine one’s fate. Usually comprised of black and white pebbles, white was indicative
of a favorable outcome. So by using this phrase, Dowd was saying three things. First,
Yahowah was “upholding and securing” his destiny.
Second, Yahowah was accepting and receiving
Dowd’s recompense and retribution, which is
to say, He was redeeming him by accepting his
punishment by way of Yahusha. Such is the
message of Passover and Unleavened Bread.

Third, by saying that Yahowah would personally take hold of Dowd’s lot—his white
stone—Daud is telling us that Yahuah is going to intervene to assure our salvation.
Yahowsha’ said this very thing in his open prophetic letter to the Assembly in
Pergamos—the seat of Satan.
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The issue with Pergamos was that they were a “place where the control and power of the
doctrines and teachings (public religious instructions) of Balaam (a transliteration of the
name of the false and demonic Babylonian prophet known as “the Lord”) are taught (delivered
as a discourse from an official teacher, preacher, or politician).” But, for the Philadelphians
who avoided and disdained this religious rhetoric, and who relied upon Yahowah instead of
Lord Ba’al, Yahowsha’ said: And I will give to (grant and bestow, furnish and deliver to) him a
light (that which is white, bright and brilliant) acquittal stone and invitation (a white rock
which was used in courts to designate a favorable verdict).” (Revelation 2:17)

Returning to the Psalm, while there
is no mention of a tent or ship in
what follows, Dowd has resumed
using poetic terminology which
requires the addition of some
words to convey his intent. In the
lingo of a sailor or explorer, he is
saying that the wind and sun have
always been at his back and that his
destinations have been divine.
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This brings us to the beginning of Shim’own’s second
Seven Sevens quotation in defense of the work of the
Spirit.
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Yes, his rebuttal was long, and I’m sure that his audience thinned as he pressed his
case. Today, in our sound bite world, where our attention span is that of a flea, his
ratings would have been so low, he would have been canceled during this, his premier.
Shim’own, is out of step with the crowd. But he makes no apology, nor does Yahuah.
While most don’t care enough to learn what is required to understand, there are some
who are willing to invest the time. And for them, Kephas continued.
While some might argue that long, complex arguments deter and confuse the simpleminded, it is worth noting that the man defending the Spirit on the Called-Out
Assembly of Seven Sabbaths had no formal education. He had been a lowly fisherman
just a few years prior. So, with an open mind, a soft heart, and calloused hands, he
lectured Jerusalem’s religious and political establishment:
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This fisherman selected his words very carefully.
Had he said that the Ma’aseyah had not been
“aphorize/separated,” “choris/separated and set
apart,” or especially “krino/separated, judged,
and put asunder,” he would have contradicted
Yahuah and nullified our salvation by disavowing
the sacrifice Yahowsha’ made on Unleavened
Bread, whereby his soul was separated from
Yahuah in She’owl so that we wouldn’t have to
endure this same punishment. Yahusha’s soul
went there for us, but, as a result of the First
Fruits Harvest, his soul was not eternally
forsaken there. Egkataleipo says as much as it
is based upon kataleipo, meaning “to be left
behind and to remain abandoned.” It speaks of
being left to be sure, but not of permanent
separation, so that the Ma’aseyah’s soul could
be temporarily separated in She’owl, fulfilling
Matsah, but also be reunited with the Spirit,
fulfilling Bikuwrym.
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Moreover, by saying that “nor did his
flesh experience decomposition,”
Shim’own didn’t contradict Passover or
other Messianic prophecies by
suggesting that Yahowsha’s mortal
body didn’t die or wasn’t buried.
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31 “Has made” meaning from Yahusha’s birth; one of the clearest
statements in the NT that Yahusha had occurrences of human
and divine natures co-existing within him. The human side’s
total obedience to YHWH contributed to Yahusha qualifying as
haMashiyach; the fact that the Ruach haKodesh (another name
for YHWH), dwelled inside Yahusha, also establishes Yahusha as
the image of YHWH.
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So we are at a bit of a crossroads at how we look at this verse. Craig is going to
point out that the Greek is speaking of a changing of the mind, and to be fair, the
Hebrew word the Septuagint points to also means this as we will discover. But if all
we do is change our minds without the important part of humbly asking forgiveness,
are we not missing the whole point? Andrew will add more flavor to round out the
discussion.
58
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Metanoeo literally means “perceive afterward.” It is a compound of meta, meaning
“with, later, and after, denoting a change of place, perspective, or condition,” and
noeo, which means “to perceive using your mind, to ponder, think, consider, and
understand.”
Noeo is in turn derived from nous,
which is “the mind, our faculty of
intellectually judging and determining,
deciding and discriminating.” There
isn’t a hint of anything behavioral in
metanoeo, and yet it is almost always
translated using the religious term
“repent.” And if you look up “repent” in
your favorite dictionary, you find: “to
turn from sin and dedicate oneself to
the amendment of one’s life, to feel
remorse and regret.” These are
behavioral and emotional concepts,
which completely miss the intent of
metanoeo entirely.
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Yahuah recognizes that we must think our way to
knowing, to trust and reliance, and thus to salvation.
And to think clearly and effectively, we must do so from
the proper foundation and perspective—that being the
Torah, Prophets, and Psalms.
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Religious institutions know that they are doomed the moment their victims begin to
think on their own, which is why metanoeo is always mistranslated. They prevail when
they make their audiences feel guilty, like they must bring their behavior in line with the
institution’s standards, or roast in hell.
It is little wonder so many are lost under the spell of religious jargon. The very source
upon which they must rely for direction has been polluted by those who are deluding
them.
We agree with Craig that there is a global push to stop critical thinking. The first step to
Teshuva is to understand clearly what has transpired. However, if we clearly understand the
gravity of our actions, our emotions must then come into play to feel it, make it real.
Otherwise its only Greek thinking and the aspect of repairing the relationship can get lost. You
can’t “think” trust and reliance. You have to feel it with every aspect of your being.
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The Hebrew equivalent “Nah-Kham” H5162. The first mention rule is Gen 5:29 where the
appropriate meaning is comfort. It is not always translated properly though to follow through
with the other meanings. They just use repent a lot.
Gen 5:29
And he called his name Noah,
saying, This (one) shall comfort
[H5162] us concerning our work
and toil of our hands, because of
the ground which Yahuah has
cursed.

 ַַ֫נחַ םproper name, masculine (comfort), a chieftain of Judah 1 Chronicles 4:19
Gen 6:6-7 6 And it repented [H5162] Yahuah that He had made man on the earth,
and it grieved Him at His heart. 7 And Yahuah said, I will destroy man whom I have
created from the face of the earth; both man, and beast, and the creeping thing, and
the fowls of the air; for it repenteth [H5162] Me that I have made them. (to be sorry)
Gen 24:67 And Isaac brought her into his mother Sarah's tent, and took Rebekah,
and she became his wife; and he loved her: and Isaac was comforted [H5162] after
his mother's [death].
Gen 27:42 And these words of Esau her elder son were told to Rebekah: and she
sent and called Jacob her younger son, and said to him, Behold, your brother Esau,
5/22/2021
as touching you, does comfort [H5162] himself, [purposing] to kill you. (to avenge)

38. Shimon said to them, “Repent and be immersed *
* Shimon was preaching from the steps of the Temple in Jerusalem.
Just below him were hundreds of mikveh (immersion) baths. Both the
steps he spoke from and the baths are visible today outside the
Western Wall. In Peter’s day baptism wasn’t an act of conversion
from one religion to another, but an act of purification from sin. A
person repented of their sin, prayed, and then entered into the waters
of the mikveh to symbolize atonement.

Parkhurst nails it along with the sighing aspect of be sorry or regretful.
Most lexicons have dropped the changing ones mind aspect, but
Parkhurst retains this important aspect. That is why it is important to
check the old Lexicons for a more accurate pallet of definitions.
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We think what Kepha is saying is they had to change their mind about who they
though Yahusha was and is. “You killed him. You must own that. Think about how you
disregarded what he said for your own traditions. Now you understand he came in the
authority of Yahuah, to cleanse us all of our transgressions against Yahuah. Take
comfort in that so you can take advantage of being in the Covenant through this door
Yahusha opened. Go cleanse yourself in the mikvah of this in the authority Yahuah
gave to Yahusha to accomplish this miracle of redemption”.
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Before we move on, Craig also clarifies “baptized”. Andrew already confirmed that the action
of the Mikvah was to cleanse from transgression not change religious affiliation.
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Once again, in the beginning of this passage, theologians concealed another word’s
meaning by transliterating baptizo rather than translating it:
To promote this myth, theological tomes all associate “repentance” with “religious
conversion,” insisting that a person must convert to survive.
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Yahusha taught his followers that they were kept by the power of the Name of
YHWH, not his own name (John 17:11). The name of Yahusha functions as an
affirmation of trust that “YHWH is Salvation,” and that he is YHWH’s Mashiyach, and
“from Nazraya” provides concise identity. Praise goes to Eternal (YHWH), because
prayer and thanks is offered to YHWH through the vessel whom He
chose to bring salvation. But salvation is ultimately from YHWH. No one believes
they start the engine of their vehicle and it drives them to their destination; no one
confuses whether a car or engine can do everything on its own merits. It is YHWH
who provides Salvation, but it is Yahusha who is the “vehicle” whereby this is
accomplished. -ANDREW ROTH AENT
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This also needs some tidying up. It is true Yahusha and Yahuah have the exact same
divine quality. In that, they are related, are one as on the same page, same mission, so
close there is no light between them- they could be mistaken to be one entity.
However, what this verse is saying is that Yahuah has given Yahusha the authority to
be that vehicle and door by the Name above all Names- Yahuah. And we come full
circle. If, as Andrew points out, the Ruach Ha Qodesh is Yahuah’s Spirit breath, then
it’s a really beautiful and accurate picture.
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What were they “repenting” or rethinking? That Yahusha was the son of Yahuah and he had come
with all the authority of Yahuah. Shem or name also means authority. By accepting this, by the
authority given to Yahusha by Yahuah, they could now receive the gift of the Ruach ha Qodesh.
What is this? Ruah means breath or better yet –Spirt because it is a multifunctional/dimensional
aspect of Yahuah. The term “breath of life” is a reference to the Ruah (H7307). Yahuah identifies this
with Himself. He used it to turn the earth in Gen 1:2 and put it into every being on earth. Everything
that had this Spirit or Ruah of life during the flood died and all the flesh that had the “breath of life”
that went into the Ark had the ruah of life. Every breath we take belongs to and is from Yahuah. He
gives it to every living thing. It is literally a life line that is connected from us to Him. When our time
is up- He takes the breath back.
What was breathed into Adam? Yahuah’s action of breathing is called Napha (H301). This gave
Adam a neshamah- (H5397) and is also referred to as the “breath of life” in some places. However
this is only for people. It is that spark or dormant spirit that connects us to Yahuah if we choose to
have it ignited. It gets implanted in us at birth. It is a “gift” waiting to be opened. Many in the
Torah chose to have this ignited and developed a relationship with Yahuah. But part of this gift could
not be opened for them yet.

Primitive Root
The Ruach that is set apart for this special gift gives us
discernment. This sense of smell is what Yahuah uses to
test our spirits purity in reverence to Him. When we
are faking it we reek.

Wow another reference to
Yahusha!

Gen 21:3 And יהוהsmelled-Ruwach a soothing
fragrance, and יהוהsaid in His heart, “Never again
shall I curse the ground because of man, although the
inclination of man’s heart is evil from his youth, and
never again smite all living creatures, as I have done,
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Everything that is alive has the Ruah of life in them given by Yahuah and will be taken back
to Yahuah.
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Only people have Neshamah’s- a
dormant spark to connect to Yahuah.
Everything that is alive has a Nepesh- a unique character.
What was given in Acts? The Ruach that ignited their Neshamah to be able to discern by a sense of smell if
a person revered Yahuah. A quick understanding- an ability to grasp the plan home. A personal connection
to Yahuah that was fully unachievable before Yahusha, because he had not redeemed us. Of course people
had personal relationships with Yahuah in the Torah, Prophets and Writings! But up to this point, Yahuah
had been silent for over 400 years. Yahusha has always been the promise. Now this part of the promise
was fulfilled and the gift could be unwrapped by those alive after Yahusha. To those that had died before,
Yahusha delivered the good news in Sheol and lead them out. Another reason he had to go there. We were
given a death penalty out of the Garden. This can now be avoided- only through the work Yahusha
accomplished. That was what Kepha was asking them to do! To be able to accept back the breath of
Eternal life that had been snuffed out by Adam and Hawah. But it has to be sincere!
Gen 2:7 And יהוהEternal formed the man out of dust from the ground, and breathed (Naphak
K5301)
into his nostrils breath (Nashama-H5397) of life. And the man became a living being
5/22/2021
(Nephesh – H5315). Nephesh gives us our wills, personalities and uniqueness.

Before we leave this essential passage, let’s review it once again,
simplified this time:
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39. For to you was the promise, and to your children, and to all those
who are far away whom Eternal will call.
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There are seven invitations on Yahowah’s calendar each year, seven days
upon which we are summoned by our Heavenly Father to celebrate our
salvation and adoption into His family. Shabuwa’ is the fourth step along the
Way, a time which assures eternal life in heaven to all of those who answer
Yahuah’s call. The question for all of us is: are we prepared, are we equipped,
and are we willing to do what Kephas did? And if not, why not?
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40. And with many other words he would witness to them and he
would beseech them while saying, Save (yourselves) from this
perverse generation.”
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This verse is as vital and compelling today as it was when it was first spoken over
1900 years ago. Very little has changed. Well, that isn’t entirely true. It should be
noted that the KJV and NIV altered the second half of this passage to read: “Save
yourselves from ” And yet, none of the Greek words for the pronouns “you, your,
yours, yourself, or yourselves” sy, sou, soi, se, humin, humeis, and humeteros,
appear in the text. And that is because we cannot save ourselves—it is a gift of
Yahuah, the result of the seven Called-Out Assemblies, and Yahowsha’s and the
Spirit’s fulfillment of them.
The portion of Shim’own / Kephas’ witness we are privy to was based exclusively
upon explaining how Yahowsha’ and the Spirit fulfilled the Torah, Prophets, and
Psalms. He used this evidence to “admonish and warn” his audience, in addition to
“encouraging and summoning” them. I bring this to your attention, because Christians
and Jews have wrongly been led to believe that it is inappropriate to point out the
flaws in people’s beliefs.
And especially telling in this regard is the word Shim’own is translated as having
selected to convey “crooked,” skolios, which literally conveys “curved and windy,
serpentine and bent, twisted and meandering,” as opposed to straight. It is based upon
skello, which describes the bends in our leg, from our hip to our toes, inclusive of
knees and ankles. Men have twisted and shaped Yahuah’s Word, message, and plan
to suit their own agenda—one which leads to spiritual sickness, and to the destruction
of the soul.
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Now that four of the seven Invitations to Meet
with Yahuah have been fulfilled, we have
learned enough to look back and celebrate the
gift of life, redemption, adoption, and
enrichment, reveling in what Yahuah has done
for us. And we know enough now to look
forward with eager and vigilant anticipation to
the next three being fulfilled on time and on
schedule. It is a marvelous plan with a
wonderful result.
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To wind up we just have a reminder about Ruth, a book
that is usually read during Shabua. Ruth was not a
Moabite!
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RUTH WAS AN ISRAELITE BIBLICAL PROOF AND MAPS THAT LEAVE NO
STONE UPTURNED.
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